MAMA is the living inspiration for all of us, to imbibe all 9 specialites of the goddesses, and become Shiv Shaktis - the ones who take all powers from Shiva:

SARASWATI - Goddess of Knowledge - Mama listened to the Knowledge(murli) from Shiv Baba and imbibed it and played the Sitar of Knowledge, and inspired everyone through her own inculcation(dharna), and brought realisation to all.

JAGADAMBA - Goddess of Fulfilment - giving love and bestowing eternal blessing of peace and happiness.

DURGA - Goddess of Shakti - who takes power from Shiva and removes all weaknesses(durgunn) within the self, and also helps to remove weaknesses of others.

KALI - Goddess of Fearlessness - who is fearless and courageous and destroys all negativity, evil and devilish personality traits.

GAYATRI - Goddess of Auspicious Omens - Mama gave importance to the elevated versions spoken by Shiv Baba and used each version as a mantra and this is why there is importance of Gayatri mantra, which works like magic to remove all bad omens.

VAISHNAV - Goddess of Purity - who radiates light of purity and empowers all to become divine through pure vision, pure thoughts, pure words and deeds.

UMA - Goddess of Enthusiasm - who brings hope, zeal and enthusiasm(umang/utsaha).

SANTOSHI - Goddess of Contentment - who brings a feeling of deep contentment.

LAXMI - Goddess of Wealth - who bestows upon souls the unlimited Wealth of spiritual Knowledge and Virtues.